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Southeast .South Dakota has .a .  macro!"'climatic environment favorable to 
grass. It is a natural. .prairie .  area where moisture .. generally is limiting 
for . trees .unless .natural: landscape .. cond.itions·._shift·-the- microclimate in a 
coohmoist direction •. . The Newton Hills .area .provides. these .special condi­
tions. · A dissected .. plateau .. with. local..relief measured. in hundreds of feet 
slopes . steep·ly. .. in a .northeasterly .. direc.tion:.to_.tb.e .  trench .of .the .Big Sioux 
River.· This .northeast�faci.ng . :slope. escapes:.the.;direct:rays .of the sun and 
an environment more cool and .moist·. than .  the .. adj.acent:. .p:rairie upland is. 
formedv Relict trees .have .persisted.-in . these .areas .  and-under .. the .trees 
there·. has developed· .. a. soil .. having . . characteristics:. which. intergrade .between 
wooded .and grassland· ... soils. It is the· . . purpose:. o.f:.this'.. thesis .. to investi-
. gate· the . field·.and· .laboratory: characteristics· of this· intergrade soil and 
to discuss· its gen�sis. 
GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING 
· The· Newton-Hills ,.. abou.t·.1300.,acres. in·. size ., .. are- located south of 
east-central Lincoln .. County in:: .  southeastern .South .. Dakota .. · . .  They lie about 
6 miles· south .of the village of Canton .and 30 mi.les- sout.h..,.southeast of 
Sioux Falls. Sioux County, Iowa, borders the Hills area to the east with 




Grassland soils· of southeast South Dakota· .. occur.--within. the Cher­
nozem .Great Soil Group but close to the Brunizem. Soil .Group which lies 
to .the east (28) . . These grassland .. soils.have.developed .in a temperate, 
sub�humid climate under talLgrass ..  vegetation ... in., the.: .. absence ·of . ground 
water influence and .have· .been. described:,.b·y .: many· workers (13, 41, 44, 28, 




36, . . 48
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-.. 56, ,40) ,.. . .. .  . .. . . . . . .... 
Grassland· soils .have .. thick ., .very· dark: . grayish brown to brown, slight­
ly acid, surface .horizons of .crumb .or. granular .  structure. underlain by very 
dark grayish .brown to .. dark yellowish� brown, . .  prismatic ..  B . .-horizons. The C 
horizon may· be le.ached .or calcareous .depending .on .. whether .or not the 
glacial deposits -�r related .. parent .. materials:.were .  calcareous . . .  The A, 
.B, .and C .horizons �sually. .  are .. not: .  sharply . . . differentiated -�ut .have .grad-
. . . ual .boundaries· .. · . .  The organic . matter . content ..  in .. the .. plow.�layer.ranges from 
3 to 5 .percent'.and .. decreases .with :.depth..  .The . . -base� .sa·turation . is over 85 
percent, the· .A.and .. B.,horizons:., .particularly .. the·. upper:.B:-horizon ., is free 
of carbonates .,. : .. and ..  the .. .  pH:.increases from· slightly acid to mildly alka­
line .with .depth. 
The principal' .  soil .. forming .processes .. responsible·�for ·.grassland soil 
·. ·. formation· .. are-: (a) the addition of .. organic .matter. to . .the , . . surface .horizons 
2 
and .its· decomposition·.in·.the .presence ,.of .divalent. cations ., (b) development of 
structure .in .. the . .  sub-,surface· ... horizons:, _.and .. (c.) .the_'.mo.v.ement .of bases by 
leaching· to· a· zone· of· accumulation· in·.the·. Iower .part· .of the solum . 
3 
Forest Soils 
Gray-Brown Podzolic soils are extensive. in .the . central and east-central 
parts of .Minnesota and .. further'.. east.'.into · .  Wisconsin .. : . ...  Gray.·. Wooded . soils oc­
cupy .a· large. area· .. of .. central:-and· ..  north�central..Minnesota .  ,.and .in 1963, Radeke 
and Westin. '(39).:.described . . Gray.. Wooded : .  soils:. in· .. western�. South -Dakota. The 
wooded soils.- have .. .  dev.eloped ;in . . a . :.humid., ... temperate climate principly under 
· a deciduous·. forest --cover .. consisting ..  chiefly of oak-hickory with some of the 
beach�maple associations� 
Many workers·hav.e investigated .and:described Gray-Brown Podzolic soils 
(SO, 46, 47, 12, 48, 56, 44, 40, .26) • . The Gray ... Brown Podz.olic -soils have a 
thin· organic .horizon -less . than .. one .. inch thick· consisting. of partly decayed 
leaves, twigs·., · and · forest· litter ... ·_ .. This·. over lies ... a . . dark.� .. grayish brown, or­
ganic-mineral, . Al horizon l .. to . .  4 .  inches .  thick .. which .. has . a .  weak. granular 
structure and is alkaline .. to-sligh:tly .. acid in .reaction.: . .  
The underlying .eluvial...or . .. A2 . . horizon. is . a .  light .brownish gray layer 
varying in thickness: .  from. 4 -to.10.:inches .or .  more .. .. .  lt. is . relatively . coarser 
in texture than . the subsoil ., low in.organic matter,-usually platy in struc­
ture ., and is medium to strongly acid in reaction. 
The B horizon is higher in clay content . than ..  the .A .horizon .and on 
well . drained sites . is· commonly . yellowish·. brown-.. in· . .  color. . It . has a we 11 
developed blocky .structure and thin .. clay coating�·-are .conspicuous partic­
ularly on the large .aggregates .. .. The .. B2 . horizon-:or-zone .of .maximum illu­
viation· usually .extends to .a .. depth. of: about ... 3 .- feet-,when . .. for.med . in . materials 
of medium texture� .. The soil. reaction .. ranges .. from-slightly. acid. to. strongly 
acid and the .  base saturation .. ranges from 40 to 75 percent with the minimum 
in the upper B horizon. 
The C horizon usually varies in color, texture, structure, and· 
reaction depending on the nature of the material . The parent materials 
of wooded soils are predominantly glacial till, glacial outwash, and 
related deposits (34) . 
The chief soil forming processes respons1ble for the· development 
of the Gray-Brown Podzolic soils are: (a) the addition of organic matter 
to the 01 and Al horizons, (b) the removal of soluble materials from the 
solum, and (c) the movement of clays and associated sesquioxides from 
the slightly acid A horizons and their accumulation in the·B horizons . 
Structural changes include the development of a crumb structure in the 
Al, platy structure in the A2, and blocky structure in the B horizon . 
In the northern part of the Gray-Brown Podzolic zone, climate and 
biol_ogical conditions more favorable for the accumulation of organic 
matt�r have resulted in the development of a thicker, darker Al horizon 
and a relatively thinner A2 horizon . "A similar variation from the 
modal soil developed in the transition belts between forest and prairie" 
(SO). 
In northern Minnesota the Gray Wooded soils differ from the Gray­
Brown Podzolic soils by having: (a) a mor rather than a mull organic 
layer, (b) a thin or nonexistant Al horizon, (c) a lighter gray A2 
horizon, (d) a profile that is less acid with a base saturation greater 
than 65, and (e) no A3 or Bl horizons, and a mixed A2 and B2 horizon . 
Where the Gray Wooded soils join the Gray-Brown Podzolic soils on the 
south, they differ from them chiefly in. having: (a) lighter gray A2 
horizon, (b) mixed A2-B2 boundary, and (c) lower mean annual soil 
4 
temperatures (2, 51, 20) . The Gray Wooded soils also differ in that 





Soils that are transitional between the grassland and wooded 
soils possess both chernoz�mic-brunizemic and podzolic features and 
·at one time were designated as degraded chernozems by both American 
and Canadian pedol_ogists (32, 33, 36 ., 58) . Most of these soils are 
regarded as former_ grassland profiles which have been changed by the 
influence of trees (33) . They occur on h_ighly forested areas (56) 
and areas of recent forest invasion (4, 30, 44, 56) .  The encroach­
ment of deciduous trees on to the prairie has been related to changing 
climate conditions (29) . In general, transitional soils have thicker 
and darker Al horizons with h_igher organic carbon and higher base 
status which relates them to_ grass land soi ls. On the other hand they 
have incipient A2 horizons and structural and textural B horizons 
which relates them to_ the Gray-Brown Podzolic soils (4
., 
44, 57) . 
Arnaud and Whiteside (43} described a "chernozemic to podzolic" 
sequence of soils in Saskatchewan . The_ gradation in morphologic 
properties observed in going from the grassland to the most mature 
forest soil was: (a) a decrease in the dark, mineral surface horizons, 
(b) an increase in the degree of leachi_ng ·as exhibited by the varia­
tions in pH, color, and platiness of the eluvial hoiizons, (c) the 
loss of strong prismatic structure in the B horizons, (d) an increase 
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in the thickness of the textural B horizons, and (e) the loss of the 
calcareous horizons. The forest soils in the sequence with their in­
te_rgrade characteristics were developed under tree stands less dense 
and less mature than the soil with the stro_ngest development . 
. In 1969 ., Geis et al. (18) studied the comp_lete range of soils 
from the o�iginal tall grass prairie to the well-developed Brunizem­
Gray-Brown Podzolic Inte_rgrades occurri_ng in a forested "Prairie 
Grove" remnant in east-central Illinois. All five transitional soils 
studied exhibited a sharp clay increase from the silt loam Al horizons 
to the silty clay 1 oam B2 horizons, an abrupt decrease in organic car­
bon from about 3.0 percent in the Al horizon to about 1.5 in the A2 
horizon, and a .decrease in base saturation from the Al to the A2 
horizons. Excludi_rtg the most stro_ngly developed profile, the remaining 
inte_rgrades had dark Al horizons ., weakly developed A2 horizons with 
weak platy structure; �nd dark brown organic and clay coati_ngs on ped 
faces in the lower B horizons. These transitional soi�s represented 
areas of greater topographic relief where the water table was below the 
solum and leachi_ng waters from the fresh forest litter accelerated 
weatheri_ng and soil development. Under such conditions, the original 
brunizems have been altered resulting in varying degrees of transitional 
soil development. 
White and Riecken (57) in 1955 studied two biosequences composed 
of Brunizem and Gray-Brown Podzolic soils and their forested inter­
grades. The transitional soils had a thinner (6 inches), dark, Al 
horizon, a stro_nger A2 horizon, a more stro_ngly formed B2 horizon 
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structure, and more distinct horizon boundaries than the correlative 
Brunizem soil. These properties were the result of we�thering that had 
p�ogressed at a faster rate under forest vegetation . The trees were also 
responsible for higher amounts of calcium; higher Ca/Mg ratios, higher pH, 
and h.igher base saturation in the surface horizons - all important in the 
development of the inte.rgrade soils. 
Radeke and Westin (39), in their invest.igation of the soils in the 
Black Hills of South Dakota in 1963, described a soil with a moderately 
thick (7 inches), well developed Al horizon, a mixed A2 and B2 horizon, 
and a strongly developed, argillic B2 horizon . Base saturation was 
greater than 75 throughout and they were classified as Gray Wooded soils 
inte.rgrading to Chernozems or some other group with an Al horizon . 
Relative to other sites, they occurred at the highest elevations in 
dense stands of conifers where it was the coolest and the most moist . 
PHYSIOGRAPHY 
The standard map of the Physical Divisions of the United States (14) 
as modified by Flint in_ 1955 (16) shows the soil sample area to be in the 
"southern plateau" division . This is a deeply dissected, loess-mantled 
upland s lopi.ng to the northeast . The topography of the area cons is ts of 
ri.dge tops, side slopes� and drainageways. The actual sites occupy 
benches in the side slopes part way down from the ridge top . 
7 




The soi ls  of the· sample sites .are· .derived . from . . a . 40 .... 60 . inch loess 
cap overlying _ glacial materials .. . . The . . l oess· . is . .  correlated as Peorian, 
based on the correlation of the · .uplands .. to . the .south· and· east ( Figure 1 ) ,  
and the ti ll i s  correlated . as . Illinoian . ( ?r .. based -on ,. i ts . depth, strati­
graphic position, · and . descripti on . as presented .by : Baird· . (1957) . 1 
The surrounding area .is .mantled .with . the .various . Pleistocene glacial 
and interglacial . deposits . A popular . and .. widely -accepted . classi fication 
and correlation of the continental drift . .  sheets ., .. as -presented by F l int 
in 1947  (15 ) ,  1955 ( 1 6 )  and Ruhe in 1950 , 2 .states .that . the region was at 
one time or· anoth�r covered by . four .maj.or . ice .sheets . . . From the oldest 
to the youngest they· were the Nebraskan, Kansan.r Illinoian, and the 
Wisconsin .. It has _been .assumed . in .. the . past :. that .. the I-l linoian stage 
never extended west beyond eastern Iowa .. . . However, .. the . work of Warren in 
195 1 (55 ) . Simpson in 1952 . (H . E  . .. . Simpson ,. . .  .1952 . . . . . .  Geology . of an .area 
about Yankton, South .Dakota . . Ph .,. D. Thesis .. ·.Yale .. University·, New Haven) , 
Flint in 1955 '(16) , and the South Dakota· .Geological . . Survey in 1960 (45 ) , 
has shown that the Illinoian glacier covered part, if not all, of east­
ern South Dakota . 
The Wisconsin glacial · .stage .. consisted· of four substages, the Iowan, 
1 s. K .  Baird , 195 7 . Geology of the Alcester Quadrangle South Dakota - Iowa . 
M . S .  Thesis . . State University of .South· .  Dakota·,. .. .  Ve:rmillion . . . 
2R. V .  Ruhe, 1950 . Reclassificati on · and correlation of the glacial drifts 
8 







� Iowan IOWA 
@] Pre-Wisconsin 
� Peorian Loess 
� Newton Hills Sat;1d 
0 New Alluvium 
0 Old Alluvium 
Newton 
Sample Sites Hills 
I ::::I ====::;::====.::::: --------, 
--- 1 mi l e  ---
Figure 1 .  Surficial deposits o f  various P.leistocene glacial drifts , 
interglacial deposits , and alluvial materials  in south­
east South Dakota. ( after Baird , 1957 ) . 1  
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Tazewe l l , Cary·, · and· the · youngest- ·, .. the · .Mankato . (Eigure .2} . . The .. Iowan , 
Tazewe l l , and Cary·  dri ft · deposits . are· exposed . on . the .�Prairie des Coteau 
while  the Mankato·  drift plains .blanket ... the . lowlands ... .to · . the . west and east , 
once occupied by· the · .. James and· .. Des · . .Moines ice .. lobes · . respective ly . The 
Iowan drift which occupies . the · - central  .position . of the·. northwest-south­
east oriented Prairie des Coteau , extends . into .southeastern . South Dakota 
1 0  
- to the Minnehaha-Moody County l ine where . the . Iowan.!':" I U.inoian border s lopes 
to the . southeast . (49) . The . Iowan .. landscape . again ... is  .. i;ecogn i zed south of 
Canton where it  envelopes . the study . area and . .. borders · . .  : the · nearby Cary land-
scape to the west . . . Stratigraphica l ly ,. .the .. Iowan .. drift · . i s  general ly under­
lain by  sediments of the . Sangamon . ... interglacial .. stage ·-which·, in  part , 
consists of . the Love land . loes s .• . .  This  in turn· is  underlain by the I l l inoin 
depos it ( Baird , 195 7 ) . 1 
TOPOGRAPHY 
The macro-rel ief and l andscape .configuration .. has . been . described in 
earlier sect ions . as being · deeply . d1ssected .and · .having .. short , . steep s lopes 
with flat up lands . . The local .re l ief . is . 27.5�300 . feet · . . . Occupying a mid-
s lope , bench- l ike pos ition on one . of ,. these steep· . .  s :lopes ' . are two of the 
sample s ites . The micro-rel ief consists of· . a . 0 :--3  .. percent , . gently s l oping , 
s l ight ly convex configurat ion with . a . north�facing . aspect · . . . The third 
site occupies · . a s teep , . convex · position down�s lope··,. .. but .. adj acent to , the 
bench- l ike feature · and also has a north- facing aspect . 
CLIMATE 
The Newton Hi l l s · area is situated in the central and eastcentral 





0 Mankato \ 




I Sample Sites 
Figure 2 .  Regional distribution of glacial driftsA 
(modified after Flint ( 16 )  and Ruhe , 19SO)f 
1 1  
Minneapolis -
St. Paul 
section of· the · United · States · c lass ified: as .· .a · .Humid--Continental , Warm 
Summer c limate · (24) • .. Except 0 for the · northern .. Black . .  Hills ·, · southeast 
South Dakota receives the highest. rainfal L of .the .. . state ·. The average 
rainfal l for the period ·  1 96 1 - 1967 . i s  .23 . 9  . .. inches.-.. with2-a . .  60 -year annual 
mean of more · than · 25 inches: (52 .). .. ..Considering .. the .. broken topography 
of the area , supplementa l  moi sture . in .the . form .. of snow .p lays an impor-
tant role , especial ly on the north . and .northwest  . .  facing· s lopes . The 
airport at Sioux Fal l s  reports a . lS �year .. mean ... annuaL snowfa l l  of 41 -42 
inches . The year 1955 was · the dri est .with . a recorded · . 1 5  inches and 
1951  was the wettest year .with 37 inches .. of .. precipitati on . 
Sub- zero temperatures are . often . .  experienced ... from . November to  March 
with January being the coldest month .. The . .. months · ... _oLJuly and August 
general ly comprise · the hot period . . . The 196 1 � 1968 . mean . .  annual temper­
ature is · 47 ·. 3 · degrees · Fahrenheit ·  which· approximates · . the 60 �year mean 
of 47 degrees Fahrenh�it ·� The ·  area .experiences . annual ly·  approximately  
44 days of· 90· degree temperatures or  greater and 165  days of 32 degrees 
or l ess . 
VEGETATION 
The vegetat ion in the Newton Hi l l s . area .consists . of . both gras s land 
and forest .  The smal l uplands and . some .of  the . south�facing -' s l opes in the 
park proper and the neighboring landscapes .are ... b lanketed· .  by a mixed , mid 
and tal l - gras s comp l ex whi l e  the maj ority . of . the ... park-. .  area ,. name ly the 
north- fac ing s lopes and coulee .bottoms , .have . . a .,.mixe·d· .. hardwood forest 
vegetat ion . Dominating the hardwoods on .the .upper . .s lopes are the bur 
oak (Quercus macrocarpa) and ironwood (Ostrya) whi le the bas swood 
12 
(Tilia americana) ,  rock elm (Ulmus thomasi) , slippery elm (U. ruba) ,  and 
american elm (U . americana) occupy the lower slopes and bottoms. Scat­
tered throughout are a fe"! maples. In the small areas occupied by grassy 
knolls and timber openi_ngs , especially on the. drier, south-facing slopes, 
are found a number of cedar trees . 
The understory consists of ironwood· (Os�rya) , . ribes (Ribes) , and 
on the forest floor are found the vines, such .as the wild cucumber (Ech­
inocystis lobata) ·, · and· the flowers.-trillium . (Trillium) , dutc}:tman ' s 
breeches (Dicentra cucullaria) , greenbrier . .. (Smilax). , true and false 
solomen seal (Smilacin�) ,  and columbine (Aquilegia) . 
Occupying more moist , · tall . grass.sites in the Newton Hills are the 
big blue stem (Andropogon gerardi) , sorghum nutan .(Sorghastrum nutans) , 
and wildrye (Elymus) ,  while on the .drier sites are the mid-grasses and 
the gramas , such as little blue stem (Andropogon scoparius) and side 
oats grama (Bouteloua cµrtipendula) . 
Acting as a buffer zone between . the grassy areas and the forest 
cover are the grass -sumac stands with an -.occasiona.l.. crabapple. Accord­
ing to some of the older residents in the area,. these zones in time tend 
to give way to the hardwood species. .Mr . .  Charles. Taylor , Ass,ociate Pro­
fessor in botany at South Dakota State · University .. (personal communica­
tion, 1966) contends that these zones maintain themselves as buffers 
giving way to timber as the moisture. regime becomes. adequate and then 
returning to grasslands as the forest and.associated ; vegetation depletes 
the moisture to a point at which it will no longer support woody plant 
growth. 
2 6. 1 1 3  G 
SOUTH ·oAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY llBRA'R 
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The native vegetation is believed to .have. been . one of natural suc ­
cession going from the post-ice ., tundra�sp·ruce . .. vegetation to the present 
,, 
day hardwood ecosystem ., according to Mr . . Taylor , Dr. - David Holden, Pro-
fessor of Botany at South · Dakota . State University., ... Mr . .  Al Krueger and 
Mr. Harvey Rott , former and present Park .  Supervisors: respectively at the 
Newton Hills (personal communications·, 1967) . . The forest canopy that 
once covered the entire area of southeastern South Dakota and surrounding 
areas_· gradua1ly· shrank· in s i ze as the· .climate · warmed .and became very dry 
about · 5300-5500 years · _ago (30, 1 9 , · 42,  . 1 5 )  . . Climatic . .  changes were aided 
by fires and these· since· have·.been instrumental., . .  along . with present day 
�gricultural· practices, · in maintaini?g this small pocket of forest veg­
etation. 
METHODS OF INVESTIGATION 
FIELD METHODS 
The field· procedu1:es used in this study· consisted -of three phases ;  
( 1 ) the location of the sample sites, · ( 2 )  .the .sampl ing_ -of the sites, and 
(3 )  the writing of a field description .. for. each ..  sampled .. profile. 
Four sites were used in this study. Three were new forest -prairie 
sites selected by the writer .. . The fourth. site . was . of .a grassland soil, 
Moody silty clay loam, described .in a .thesis .. . by . G . .  J •. . Buntley. 3 The 
Moody soil was used for comparative purposes. It was developed from 
soil material similar in origin , and age to the material . .  in the Newton 
Hills area , but under grass e The topographic position of this grass-
3G � J. Buntley, 1963. A more quantitative approach to soil morphology . 
Ph. D .  Thesis. South Dakota State College, Brookings. 
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land site is ' 'a: slightly convex, twb percent· slbping- crest of a relative­
ly broad-topped, interfluve ridge . oriented . .  northwest .. southeast in a 
rolling lan�scape". The macro-topography is.marked by., an integrated, 
dendritic drainage pa�tern and has a local relief of 50 - 75 feet. 
Location of Sites . 
Location of the sites began in the Fall of 1966. Three s ites were 
selected after a field study of the soils . . Two . of . these . sites were lo­
cated on a mid-slope, bench-like feature.and the . profiles represented 
maximum developement in the - study area with respect to forest influenced 
characteristics . The third.site .selected -was.located on a steep slope 
and the profile was somewhat less . developed . but . more representative of 
the forest covered· areas of the . Newton Hills . . All .sites selected are · 
near the corner : � 1/4  of SE .1/4 Sec 13, T97N, R49W in Lincoln County, 
South Dakota. The grassland soil used for comparative purposes i s  lo ­
cated 350 feet east and 150 feet . south of the , west quarter-corner of 
Sec 25, T95N, R49W, Uni'on County, South Dakota. 
Sampling 
The sampling of all three wooded sites, one . in the Fall of 1966 and 
two in the Fall of 1 967, was.done . from.pits dug . to a . depth of five feet. 
Bulk samples were taken from all delineated horizons ¥ placed in paper 
sacks, and marked for laboratory analysis , The samples .were collected 
in sequence from the lower .horizon. to . the . surface . avoiding contamination 
of the profile face of overlying horizons . . Tray samples of natural peds 




Prior to sampli_ng , · a general field description .. wa:s .w:r-itten for each 
sample site � · · Observations and notes were made .on : .. the - number , kind ., and 
thickness of horizons ; structure size ,. type , .and . grade ; .. the distinctness 
and topography.· of horizon· boundries ; · .mottling ; .. reaction ; . and consistence , 
moist and dry. Tray samples were examined for soil .colors and clay films 
in the laboratory under daylight type l ighting.. Notes .on the general de­
scriptibn of the area were taken and have .been .incorporated into the Soil 
Forming Factors section of this thesis . 
LABORATORY . METHODS 
All samples were air dried , crushed .with a wooden· rolling pin , and 
passed through a 2mm .screen prior to . laboratory. analysis. ·. The fraction 
· larger than 2mm proved insignificant and .was .therefore. disregarded in all 
calculations. The material less than 2mm. in . size was .. mixed .to assure 
representative and uniform . samples for analysis. 
The pipette method was used for particle size distribution following 
the . procedure outlined. by Day ( 1 2 )  with the exception .of the dispersant. 
Na (P03) 6 and Na2C03 was used for this purpose . . 
The Fisher Carbon Induction .Apparatus was .used for total carbon de­
terminations using · procedures suggested . by . Fisher. Scientific in the equip­
ment ' s  instruction manual, modified . for. soiLanalysis · .. . . It should be 
noted that carbon data reported for . the .. grassland ... si te . is organic carbon 
determined by the Walkley-Black wet . combustion .method . (54 ) .  For compar­
at ive purposes it is assumed. that .excluding . the .. calca:reous horizons and 
those directly overlying them , organic or total carbon is represented by 
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the same data . 
A modified
., regular macr.o �;Kj e ldah l ,procedure was -us ed ·for . total 
nitrogen determinations . (7)  ... . . 
pH was determined by a Beckman pH .meter and glass  e lectrode in a 
1 : 1  and i : S  soi l : water di lution . 
Cation exchange capacity .was obtcl,iiled .. by. . the . .  summati on of the - cations 
for profi les R- 1
., 
R-2 -.,- .and· R-5 ..... · . .  Cation. exchange .capacity· . for profi le  T- 1 · 
was determined· .. fol lowing· the· .method . de scribed . . by .. Bower , . et . al . (6 ) . How­
ever ., for purposes · of· comparing-· the T-. Lprofil e · .. with . the - three wooded 
profi les
., 
the cation exchange capaci ty ... was . recalculated . based on the sum 
of the cations . and thi s  ,- data . is  .reported ... in . Table I and used in the dis ­
tribution curves shown in . Figure .. 1 2 .. . . 
Extractable . cat ions were . obtained by .the .normal , . . neutral ., ammonium 
acetate method as outl ined by Chapman (10 ). . 
The extractab l e  ca).cium and magnesium . . was -determined by . atomic ab­
sorption spectrophotometry . using .. strontium .as .an ., interfe-rence suppressant . 
The Versanate method as desc-i;ibed by . Cheng . . . and ... Bray .. P l ) , was used to 
obtain simi lar data on the grass iand soi l. � -
Extractable  " sodium and potassium .. determinations .w.ere _ made . using a 
Perkin�Elmer flame photometer .. and .the . internal standard method as out ­
l ined in the instruction manual �  - - . - · : 
Exchangeable  . hydrogen was . determined .. by .the .. triethanolamine method 
as described by Peech ., et  al (37-)  . .  The method .presented· 0.by Brown (8 ) was 
used to obtain . s imi lar data for . the .. grass land .. . profile ... � . .  
Cc1,lcium carbonate determinations .. were made .. using . the : acid-neutra-
li zation method as present�d by Al lison (1 ) . Simi lar determinations were 
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made on the grassland soil using the method described by Horton and 
Newsom (21) and by Pierce and Haenisch (38) with minor modifications. 
All laboratory results are based on oven- dry sample weights and 
represent the average of duplicate determinations. 
FIELD RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
FIELD RESULTS 
A general field description of observable profile characteristics 
written at each sample site is the principal tool used in the study of 
soil genesis and morphology. The narrative descriptions that follow are 
a direct transcription of the symbolized profile characteristics recorded 
on a field description card for each site location used in this study . 
The standards used for the descriptions follow closely those outlined in 
the United States Department of Agriculture Handbook Number 18 (53) . 
Textures and so'il •. reactions were ob tained thro_ugh laboratory analysis . 
Soil colors were recorded both moist and dry from tray samples using the 
standard Munsell color chart under dayl_ight-type flourescent l_ighting . 
Subsamples and tray samples were examined for clay films with a ten-power 
hand lens under similar Eghting conditions and observations of thickness 
and abundance were recorded . 
Thicknesses of clay films were divided into four classes ; thin, 
moderately thick, thick, and very thick . Thin clay films (less than 
o •. lQ mm) accommodate most of  the irregularities on the micro- surfaces of 
the ped. They bri_dge over very fine sand (O . OS to O . 10 mm) and up onto, 
but not over, fine sand (O . 10 to O .  25 mm) . Thin clay films are not 
usually observed without the aid of a 10-power hand lens . 
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Moderately thick (0 . 10 to O .  2s ·  mm) ·. clay .. films .bridge . over very 
fine and fine sand and bri _dge up onto , .but·. not over.,._.medium .sand (0.25 
to 0 . 50 mm) . Moderately· thick . clay .. films are usually observabl e  wi th ­
out the .aid of· a hand lens. 
Thick (0. 25 to 0 . 50 nun) clay films . accommodate -al l .and modify 
many of the irr_egularities· on the , micro!'!'surfa�e . of .the ped. They bridge 
over very fine·, fine,- and medium sand . and .up .. onto , . but Anot over, coarse 
sand (0 . 50 to 1.0 mm) • .  Thi ck clay films· are easi ly observed wi thout the 
aid of a hand lens • . 
Very thick (greater than O .  50 .mm) -Clay. .. films . accommodate al l and 
modify most of the irregularities on .the .micro�surface of the ped . 
Very thick clay films bridge over the -smaller. fractions· of coarse 
sand (0 . 50 to L O .mm) and over .the smaller . .  si zed .sand . . grains. Very 
thick clay films give peds a heavily. . .  varnished. appearance. 
The abundance of c�ay films . is .based on .the .. percent . of the ped 
surface covered and is divided into .the . following .clas ses : Very 
patchy (less than 25 percent) , .patchy (25 to . 75 percent) ,  and con­
tinuous (greater than 7.5 percent) p • 
Free .carbonates are described . and .�recorded .. as . . to .. kind ,. abundance , 
s ize, and with the· exception of .disseminated . . carbonates , . durability. 
Three kinds of carbonates ar,e recognized ; disseminated, segregated , 
and concretionary • . 
Disseminated carbonates · usually .cannot .be .. observed· . without a 
visual aid but produces an effervescence .wi th .. l .  ON .. hydrochloric ac id .  
The reaction is  indicated as slight, . strong � -Or vio·lent· effervescence 
and corresponds respectively to low ,  moderate , and high amounts of 
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disseminated carbonates . .  
Segregated carbonates are defined as localized .concentrations of 
easily observed carbonates having .a .durability . of . .  soft or slightly  hard 
when dry while concretionary carbonates have a durability of hard or 
very hard when dry. 
Durability is divided into the following.classes : soft , easily 
crushed between thumb ·  and forefi_nger ; · sHghtly hard , .... crushed with 
moderate pressure · between · thumb· and forefinger ; hard , crushed with 
difficulty between thumb and forefinger ; and very hard ,. crushed with 
great difficulty.between thumb and forefinger or maintains initial 
configuration . 
Abundance consists . of : · few, less . than .two . percent · . of area ex­
posed; common, 2 to 20 percent .of .area exposed ; and many , more than 
20 percent of area exposed Q 
Size classes are : ·. fine, less than. 5 mm in . diameter ; medium , S 
to 15 mm in diameter ;  and .coarse , more than . 15  mm . in diameter. 
The c lay film and free carbonate standards used;-in .this study 
are relative and are not necess�rily those used by other workers. 
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Sample : 
Soil Class : 
Location : 
Vegetation : 
Parent Material : 
Physi_ographic Position : 
Slope Aspect : 
Notes : 
Horizon inches 
01 -02 1-0 
Al l 0 - 2  
Al 2 2 -5 




5 - 1 3 




Extreme northwest corner of  SE 1 /4 
Sec 1 3, T97N ., R49W ,- . Lincoln County, 
South Dakota.  
Ironwood-bur · oak-�with .. scattered .bass ­
wood. (Clean .gr.ound . . floor) . 
Wisconsin-age· .loess . over. Illinoian ( ? )  
glacial ti'l l. . 
2 1  
· Nearly leveLbencl).,like feature i n  mid­
slope . 
North 
Worm channels . and.-casts . observed through­
out loess ~profile . with .good inter-hoi­
i zon mixing.of . material . and .colors. 
Graying .of ped .. surfaces �evidenced through­
out profile ..becoming more pronounced with 
depth. Scattered· .root activity observed 
throughout profile. Alternating reddish 
s and lenses.and. structered till from 60 
inches. Reddish . colored material observ­
ed in matrix from.52  inches. Till mot ­
tled from surface with both reduced and 
oxidized materials " 
Description 
Partially decomposed forest litter and 
spongy organic material. 
Silt loam; black . .  (l0YR 1 / 1  m ,  3/ 1 d) 
crushing to.black (l0YR 2/ 1 m, 3/ 2 d) ; 
very weak, fine.granules ; slightly hard, 
very friable ; neutral ; abrupt, smooth 
boundary. 
Silt loam ; black.{l0YR 1. 5 / 1  m, 3 . 5/ 1  d) 
crushing to.black . .  (l0YR 2 / 1  m, 3/ 2 d) ; 
very weak, fine, granules s ome of which 
form very weak ; . . -thin , plates ; slightly 
hard, very friable ; slightly acid ; clear, 
smooth boundary. 
Silt loam ; mixed ; . black .to very dark gray 
(l0YR 2 a 5/l m, 4 . 5/ 1  d) , very dark gray 
brown to brown .. (l0YR .3/ 2 . 5 m, 5/2. S d) ; 
weak, thin plates breaking to weak, fine, 
subangular blocks ; slightly hard, friable ; 
sl_ightly acid ; clear,· wavy boundary. 
A2&B2 7- 1 2  
B2t&A2 12- 15 
B2lt  15-19 
B22t 19-25 
B23t 25-32 
B3  32-50 
. I-IIBlbCa 50- 60 
1 8-30 Si l t  loam ; mi xed, b lack to very dark 
brown ( l 0YR 2/1. 5 m, 5/1 d) , dark yel­
lowish brown (l0YR 4/4 m ,  5/3. 5 d) , 
crushing to very dark gray brown ( l 0YR 
3/2 m, 5/2 . S d) ; weak, fhin plates 
breaking to moderate, medium, subang­
ular blocks ; slightly hard, friable ; 
medium acid ; _ gradual, wavy boundary . 
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30-3 8  Si lty clay loam ; mixed ,  dark yell owish 
brown ( l0YR 4/4 m ,  6/3. 5 d) ; very dark 
gray brown to dark brown ( l 0YR 3/ 2 .  5 m, 
5/2 . 5  d) ; weak, thi n  plates breaking to 
moderate, medium, subangular b locks ; 
sli ghtly hard, friable; strongly acid ; 
gradual, wavy boundary . 
. 
38-48 Silty clay loam; dark yel lowish brown 
(l0YR 4/4 m ,  6/4 d) ; grainy, gray coats 
(l0YR 6/2 . 5  d) on most ped surfaces ; weak, 
medium, subangular blocks ; moderately thick, 
-patclJ.y clay ·films ; hard, friab le to firm;  
strongly acid ; c lear, smooth boundary . 
4 8- 6 4  Silty clay loam ; dark yell owish brown 
(l0YR 4/4 m, 6/4 d) ; grainy, gray coats 
( l0Y R  6/2 . 5  d) on m6st ped surfaces ; 
strong, medium to coarse prisms ; moder­
ately  thi ck, continuous clay films ;  hard, 
friable to firm; strong ly acid ; clear, 
wavy boundary . 
64-81 Si lty - clay loam ; dark yel lowish brown 
( l0YR 4/5 m, 6/5 d ) ; grainy , gray coats 
( I0YR 6/3 . 5  d) on mo�t ped surfaces ; strong, 
mediu� to coarse prisms ; moderatly thick, 
continuous clay films; hard, friable to 
firm ; strongly ac id ; clear, wavy boundaTy . 
8 1-127 Silty clay . loam ; dark ye llowish brown 
( I 0YR 4/5 m, 6/5 d ) ; grainy, gray coats 
( l0Yi 6/3 . 5  d) on m�st ped iurfaces ; strong, 
mediu� prisms ; thin, - patchy c lay films ; 
s l i ghtly hard, friable to firm ; medium acid ; 
clear, wavy boundary . 
127- 152 Silt loam ; dark yellowish brown to olive 
brown ( l.25Y 4/4 m, 6/4 d) with uniformly 
mixed common, medium prominent mottles of 
dark gray brown to olive brown (2 . SY 4/ 3 m, 
6/2 d) and yellowish red (SYR 4/8 m, 7 . SYR 
5/8 d) ; moderate, fine prisms ; thick, 
I IB2bCa 60+  152+  
Sample: 
Soil  Class: 
Location : 
Vegetation: 
Parent Material : 




continuous clay films ; slightly hard, fri­
able ; moderately alkaline ; moderate amounts 
of disseminated carbonates with few, med­
ium to coarse, slightly hard segregations ; 
clear, wavy boundary . 
· · 
Clay ; dark yellowish brown to olive brown 
(l . 2SY 4/4 m, 6/4 d) with uniformly mixed 
common, medium prominent mottles of dark 
gray brown to olive brown (2 . SY 4/3 m, 
6/2 d) and yellowish red (SY� 4/8 m, 7 . SYR 
5/8 d) ; strong, mediwn prisms ; thick, con­
tinuous clay' films ; hard to very hard, 
firm to very firm ; moderately alkaline; 
moderate amounts of disseminated carbon­
ates with few, fine to medium, slightly 




Extreme northwest corner of SE 1/4 Sec 
13, T97N, R49W, Lincoln County, South 
Dakota . 
Ironwood-bur oak wi th scattered basswood .  
(Clean ground floor) . 
Wiscon.sin-age loess over Illinoian (? ) 
glacial til 1 .  
Nearly level bench- like feature i n  mid­
slope . 
North 
Worm activity observed throughout loess 
profile with decreas ing aciivity in the 
A2 horizons and again increasing in  the 
l ower B horizons· . Horizon co i'ors and ma­
terial well mixed with casts and filled 
root channels . Numerous small roots in 
dendritic  patterns occur in surface hori­
zons . Uniform graying throughout all 
mineral soi 1 material to 2s· i nches where 
it is  observed as grainy gray coats on ped 
exteriors . No grai ny gray coats are ob ­
served i n  the till and gray coat colors 
are represented by the Munsell dry color 
notations for each hori 7 on . Severely de­
composed schist fragments were observed 










1 . 5-0 
0-3 . S  
3 . 5 -8  
8- 1 1  
1 4 . 5 - 19  
19 -25  
Depth 
cm 
4 -0  
0 -9 
9 - 20 






Partial ly decayed forest  l i tter . 
Si l t  loam ; black. ( l OY� 1 / 1  m, 2 .  5/  1 d) 
crushing to b lack . .  ( l 0YR 1 / 1  m, 3/ 1 d) ; 
weak , medium granul es ; s l ight ly hard , 
very friab le ; neutral ; c l ear , wavy 
boundary . 
Si l t  loam ; mixed , b lack ( l 0YR 2/ 1 m ,  
3/ 1 . 5  d) , b lack to very dark gray b lend­
ing to very dark grayish brown to very 
dark brown (l0YR 2 . 5/ 1 . 5  m ,  5 / 1 . 5  d) 
crushing to b l ack ( l0YR 2/ 1 m, 3/2 d) ; 
weak , fine blocks ; s l i ght ly hard , very 
friable ; s l ightly acid ; c lear , wavy 
boundary . 
Si lt  loam ; very dark gray to  dark gray 
b l ending to dark grayish brown to very 
dark grayish brown (d0YR 3 . 5/ 1 . 5  m ,  
6/ 1 . 5  d) ; numerous worm cast s  of  b lack 
to very dark gray ( l0YR 2 . 5 / 1  m ,  4/ 1 d) , 
the hori zon crushing to  b lack to very 
dark gray b lending to very dark brown 
( l0YR 2 . 5/ 1 . 5  m ,  4 . 5/ 1 . 5  d) ; moderate , 
medium b locks ; s l ight ly hard , friable ; 
medium acid ;. gradual , smooth boundary . 
Silt  loam ; dark gray to  dark gray brown 
( l0YR 4/ 1 . 5  m ,  6/ 1 . 5 d ) ; strong , coarse 
b locks ; s l ight ly hard , friable ; medium 
acid ; gradual ,  smooth boundary . 
Si lty clay loam ; very dark gray to dark 
gray ( l0YR 3 . 5/ 1  m , 5/ 1 . 5  d) ; s trong , 
coarse b locks ; very thin , patchy c lay 
fi lms ; s l ight ly . hard , friab l e ; strongly 
acid ; c lear ,  smooth · boundary . 
Si lty c lay loam ;  mixed , dark gray brown 
( l 0YR 4/2  m ,  .5 /3  d) and dark gray brown 
( l0YR 4/ 2 m ,  .6/2  d). ; strong , coarse prisms 
breaking to coarse b locks ; thin , contin­
uous c lay fi lms ; · s l ight ly hard , friable ; 
very strongly acid ; c l ear , smooth boundary . 
B22t 2 5 - 31 
B23t 3 1 - 34 
B24t 34-37  
I IB2 lb 37-40 
I I B22bCa 40-50 
I IB23bCa 50-60+ 
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64.:. 79 Si l ty clay .l oam.; . .  dark .gray . brown ( lOYR 
4/2  m, 6/2 . 5  d) ; strong , coarse prisms 
breaking tb · coarse � prisms ; moderate ly 
thick , continuous clay fi lms ; hard , 
friable  to firm ; strongly acid ; clear , 
smooth boundary . 
79-86 Silty clay loam ;. dark gray brown ( I OYR 
4/2  m, 6/2 d} ; strong � coarse prisms 
breaking to .medium .pri sms ; moderately 
thick , continuous clay fi lms ; hard , 
friable ; ·strongly acid ; c l ear , smooth 
boundary . 
86- 94 Si l ty clay loam ; .dark gray brown ( lOYR 
4/2 . m ,  5/4 d) ; strong , coarse  prisms 
breaking to strong , medium prisms ; mod­
erately thick , continuous c lay fi lms ; 
hard , friable ; medium acid ; c l ear , dif­
fuse boundary . 
94 - 1 02 Clay ;  dark yel lowish brown to o l ive brown 
( l  . 2S Y. 4/4 m ,. 5 . 5/ 3 . 5  d) , numerous ped 
coats dark yel lowish brown ( lOYR 3/4 m,  
4/ 3 d) ; very strong , coarse prisms ; thick , 
cont inuous clay fi lms ; very hard , firm 
to  very firm ; neutral ; c l ear ,  wavy bound­
ary . 
1 02 - 1 27 C lay loam ; brown to gray brown - light 
ol ive brown (l . 2SY - S/ 3 m, 6/3 d) ; fine , 
common , prominant mot t les  of  ( 7 . SYR 
3/6 m ,  4/6 d) ; strong , coarse prisms 
breaking to medium prisms ; thick , con­
t inuous clay fi lms ; hard to  very hard , 
firm ;  moderately alkal ine ; moderate 
amounts of disseminated carbonates with 
few , medium to coarse ,  soft , segregated 
carbonates ; gradual , wavy �oundary . 
i 2 7 - 152  + Clay loam ; brown to .gray brown- l ight 
ol ive · brown . ( l ; 2SY 5/3  m, 2 . SY 5/3 d ) ; 
fine , common , . .  mottles  of  ( 7  . SYR 3/6 m,  
4/6  d) ; strong , coarse prisms ; thick , 
continuous clay fi lms ; hard to very hard , 
firm ; moderately ' alkal ine ; moderate 
amounts of disseminated carbonates with 
common , medium to coarse , soft segrega­
t ions . 
Sample : 
Soil Class : 
Location : 
Vegetation : 
Parent Material : 
Physi_ographic Position : 
Slope Aspect : 
Notes : 
Horizon 




0. 5 -0 
0-2 . 5  
2 . 5-5  
Depth 
cm 
2 -0  
0-6 





Extreme northwest . corner of SE 1/4  Sec 
1 3 ,  T97N , R49W , Lincoln County , South 
Dakota. 
Ironwood-bur oak with s cattered bass­
wood . (Clean ground floor) . 
Wisconsin-age loess over Ill inoian ( ? )  
glacial til 1. 
Steep (53 percent) , convex , and immed­
iately down-slope in respect to  sites 
one and two . 
North 
Worm activity observed throughout the 
upper 1 7 .5 inches of the profile and 
again at the 22-26 inch depth with a 
maximum occurring in the 5 - 7. S  inch hor­
izon. Horizon materials and colors at 
these depths . are· well mixed with num­
erous worm casts and · . channels  occurring. 
Dark colored . material from surface hor­
izons tongue into the 82 1 horizon and 
root channels both filled and vacant 
occur throughout . th� . . profile with a few 
observed at . the · . I I IC depth . Grainy 
gray coats occur on ped faces throughout 
the profile to a de�th of 26 inches. 
Very few , gray mottles observed at the 
26-46 inch depth . increasing throughout 
·the remainder .of the profile together 
with numerous mottles of red . 
Description 
Forest 1 i  tter . 
Silt loam ; black . (l0YR 2 / 1  m , 3 .5/ 1 d) 
crushing to . black (l0YR 2/ 1 m ,  4/ 1 d) ; 
moderate , medium ,.plates breaking to very 
fine plates ; slightly hard , friable ; 
neutral; abrupt , smooth boundary. 
Si lty clay loam ; · very dark brown (l0YR 
2/2 m ,  5/2  d) . crushing to very dark brown 
(l0YR 2/2 m ,  4. 5/2  d) ; strong , medium 
plates breaking.to fine plates ; slightly 
hard , friable ; strongly acid ;  clear , smooth 
boundary . 
A2&B2 5 - 7 . S  
B2&A2 7 . 5- 1 1  
821 1 1 - 1 7  . s  
822 17. 5-22 
823 22-t6 
1 1B2lbCa 26-46 
I IB22bCa 46-53 
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1 3- 19 Silty · clay loam ;. very dark grayish brown 
to · dark brown {lOYR 3/ 2 . S  m ,  5/ 2 d) ; 
weak , fine blocks ,breaking to very fine 
blocks ; · slightly hard , friable ; strongly 
acid ; clear , ·smooth : boundary. 
1 9 -28 Silty clay loam ;. dark yellowish brown 
(lOYR 4/4 m ,  5/3 d) - crushing to dark 
yellowish .brown .(lOYR .4/4 m ,  6/ 3 d) ; 
weak , fine blocks breaking to very fine 
blocks ·; slightly hard , friable ; _ strongly 
acid ; _ gradual , wavy boundary. 
28-44 Silty clay loam ; dark yellowish brown 
(lOYR 4/4 m,  6/3 d) ; weak , medium prisms 
breaking to very fine blocks ; very thin , 
very patchy .clay films ; sl ightly hard , 
friable ; medium acid ; clear , broken bound­
ary . 
44-56 Silty clay loam ; dark yellowish brown 
_ (lOYR 4/4 m, . . 6/3 ¥ 5  d) ; moderate , medium 
prisms breaking .to fine blocks ; thin , 
patchy clay · films ; hard , friable ; neu­
tral ; clear , broken boundary. · 
56-66 Silty clay loam ; .dark yellowish brown 
(lOYR 3. 5/4 �, - S/3 �5  d )  crushing to 
very dark grayish: brown ( 10YR · 3/2  m ,  
5/2. 5 d). ; weak , medium prisms breaking 
to fine blocks·; thin·, patchy clay £1lms ; 
· slightly hard , friable ; neutral ; grad­
ual ,  smooth boundary . 
66- 1 1 7  Clay ; olive t o  .light olive brown ( 1 . 2SY 
5/4 m ,  6/4 d) .crushing to ol ive- l ight 
olive brown . ( 1 �2SYR 5 / 4  m ,  7/4 d) ; strong , 
cQarse prisms breaking to  fine blocks ; 
thick , · continuous.clay films ; hard to 
very hard , friable to firm ; moderately 
alkaline ; moderate a-mounts of disseminated 
c�rbonate� with· few-,. medium to coarse , 
· soft , segregated carbonates ; _ gradual , 
smooth· boundary � 
1 1 7 - 1 35 Clay ; olive to olive . brown ( l  . 2SY  4/4 m ., 
6/4 d) ; very . strong
., coarse prisms break­
ing to medium: . . blocks ; thick , continuous 
clay .films; · friable to firm ; moderately 
alkaline ; moderate amounts of dissemin­
ated carbonates· with few , fine to medium , 
· soft , segregated carbonates ; abrupt , 
smooth boundary � 
IIIC S3-64 1 35 - 163 
IVC 64+ 163+·  
Sample : 
Soil Class : 
Location : 
Vegetation : 
Parent Material : 






0-6 0 - 15  
· Silt loam ; gray .. (S Y 6/1 m, 7 / 1 d) ; 
massive ;. moderately alkaline ; low . 
amounts ·  of disseminated carbonates 
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· with ' few, fine,. predominantly thread­
like, · soft, segregated . carbonates ; 
abrupt , smooth · .boundary. 
Red , coarse-textured til l . (Sampled 
but · not described) . 
Site 4 
T-1  
Silty clay loam . 
· 350 feet · east and 150 feet south of the 
west: quarter corner "section 25 , T9SN, 
R49W,  Union County·, · South Dakota . 
Cultivated and cropped to oats at samp­
ling time . 
Calcareous , medium-textured loess of 
Wisconsin age. 
Slightly convex, 2 -per.cent s loping crest 
of a relatively broad-topped, interfluve 
ridje that. i s  oriented northwest-south­
east · in a rol l ing landscape . 
The data .and information for this site  
was taken, in  part, from the thesis  of 
G. J .  Buntley - A More Quanti tative 
Approach to Soil Morphology , 1963. 3 
· The color notations represent the matrix 
interiors with the exception of the Alp 
and C hori zons there they represent the 
matrix colors ·. Worm activity as evidenc ­
ed through worm casts and fi l led worm 
channels were observed to a depth of 33 
inches .  Iron stains occured from 33 
inches and manganese from 43 inches . 
Description 
Silty clay loam ;  very dark grayish brown 
(l0YR 3/2 m ,  4/2 d) crushing to very dark 
gray blending to ' very dark gray b lending 
to very dark grayish brown ( I0YR 3/ 1 .5 m, 
l .2SY 4/2 d) ; large, puddled clods sep­
arating into primary peds that are very 
weak , coarse blocks breaking into moder­
ate, very fine blocks ; sl ight ly hard, 
82Al 6- 1 1  1 5 - 28 
B21 1 1 - 1 7  2 8-43  
822 1 7- 2 2  43-56 
823 22-27  56-69 
824 27-33 69-84 
831 33-39 8�-99 
832 39-43 99- 109 
friable ; medium ac id ; mixed boundary 
due to worm working . 
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Silty clay loam;. dark grayish brown 
b lending toward brown (lOYR 4/2 . 5  m, 
l. 2SY  5/3 d). ;. weak, coarse and medium 
prisms separating into weak, coarse 
blocks ; thin., .. very patchy clay films ; 
hard, friable ; medium .acid ; mixed 
boundary . 
Silty clay loam ; dark grayish brown 
blending towar.d .brown (lOYR 4/2 . 5  m , . 
5/3  d) ; ·· weak , medium .and coarse p1·isms 
separatirtg into moderate , very fine 
blocks ; �hin , very patchy clay films ; 
hard, friable ; medium acid ; clear, 
smooth boundary . 
Silt loam ; dark grayish brown blending 
toward brown . ( I OYR : 4/2 . 5  . m, 5/3  d) ; 
moderate, medium ... prisms separating in­
tq moderate , very fine and fine blocks ; 
thin , very patchy clay films ; hard , 
friable ; slightly acid ; smooth boundary . 
Silt loam ; dark brown to brown { l . 25Y 
4/3 m, 5. 5/3 . S  d) ; moderate, medium 
prisms separating into weak , _ fine and 
medium blocks ; thin-, very patchy clay 
films·; hard , friable ; slightly acid ; 
· smooth boundary . 
Silt loam ; dark grayish brown blending 
toward brown (l . 2SY 4/2 . S  m, 5 . 5/3  d) ; 
weak, medium .. . and .. .  coarse .prisms separating 
into weak , medium and coarse b l ocks ; 
thin, �ery patchy clay films ; slightly 
· acid ;  smooth boundary. 
Silt· loam ;. dark gra�ish brown blending 
toward olive brown {2. SY  4/3  m ,  5 . 5/ 3  d) ; 
weak , coarse .prisms ; thin, very patchy 
clay films ; hard, friable ; siight ly acid ; 
smooth boundary. 
Silt loam; .dark grayish .brown blending 
· towards . . olive .. . brown·. (2 . 5Y 4/3 m ,  5. 5/3  
d)- � weak, coarse prisms; thin, very 
patchy clay films ; s l ightly hard , fri ­
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Silt loam ; dark. grayish brown blending 
towards. olive brown to light olive brown 
(2. SY 4 . 5/3 m�  6/ 2� 5 d ) ; mass ive ;  
· s lightly. hard , friable ; mildly alkaline ; 
clear, wavy boundary. 
Silt loam ; dark grayish brown to grayi sh 
brown· blending. towards · olive brown to 
light o l ive brown . . ( 2 . SY 4 a 5 /3 m ,  6/2. S d) ; 
massive ; slightly hard , · friable ;  mi ldly 
alkaline ; moderate amounts of disseminated 
carbonates wi th .  a few , fine , carbonate 
segregations , a .very few with fine, hard , 
iarbonate concretions· as cores . 
Sampled but not described . 
As stated earlier, an attempt was made through'..-visual · means to · select 
sites representing maximum and representative profile developement under the 
existing forest and micro-climatic influence . The data in Table I ,  on page 
34, reveal the close siµlilarity between the three wooded p·rofi les and for 
this reason, placing them categorically in such a fashion i s  difficult & How 
ever , considering the depth and designation of the horizons , based primari ly 
on color, structure , and chemical data .to be discussed· . later , the profiles 
R- 1 and R-2 represent maximum developement in respect- . .to·, forest influenced 
characteristics while the R-3  profile is representative of the study area . 
Profile Colors 
The grassland soils within the Chernozem climatic zone· often have low 
values and low chromas to considerable . depth .which indicates the existence 
of high amounts of organic matter ... The first. visible . indication of the trans �  
formation t o  a transitional soil in the soils studied i s  the presence of 
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gray coats · .on all natural .ped surfaces·. in the . loess. These grainy, gray 
coats represent a· loss .of . organic matter .and. are .. respons ible . for higher 
values and chromas ., · especial ly . when . cons idering· .. the• .. dry color notations . 
There. is ·  little· color· change observed .. with· depth . to· .. indicate an accumu ­
lation of organic matter or .sesquioxides ·, .· .. often·:. associated with the pro ­
ces ses · of· . podzoi i zat i on·, . and· therefore . the· .graying'.. reaches only a sl ight 
maximum in the· A2 area of· .greatest· illuviation . . .. There· . is, however, a 
dark· .color coating many of . the . peds . in·. the .R�2 . .. profi le ·. at . 37 inches. 
These ped . colors · are darker· . than. those . in·· . .  adj.oining· hori zons ., especially 
when· read · .dry-, and· this . dark· .. color combined .with .. the· .strong pri smat i c  
structure found in both . the . R '."!'  l . and R�2 profiles ., · .  indicates a buried 
profile. The graying of ped surfaces together . with. the lOYR brown colors 
of the B horizons indicate .good - internal .drainage . . The value and chroma 
col ors are lower in· the grassland .. soil (T'."!'l) . to .greater . depths and a hue 
of l . 25Y from 22 inches and 2.SY from· 33 inches are read in the B horizon . 
Soil Struc ture 
Underlying an o_rganic . layer · of . forest litter .,.. structure in the wooded 
profi les R-1 and R-2 c onsists of . granular . to.fine ., blocky ., surface hor­
izons . blocky to weak, platy, eluvial . .hori zons . .,. ·. and .. blocky to st rong, pris­
matic, B horizons· . . A moderate .to .strong, .platy . structure is described in 
the surface horizons of .profile R ... 3, .but .it .. is. believed. that these plates 
are depos itional due to· .soi l · creep .  or·.down� slope .. slump . and . are not genet i c . 
Al l profi les in this· study, .including· . the . .  grass l and site, have a 
transition· horizon between the· . .  surface . A . and: -the· . '8 : .hori zons whi ch have 
morphological characteristics indicative of _ dest ructive ·. hor i zon proces­
ses. The strongest structure grade ., however , . appears . in the wooded pro­
fi les and at greater depths which indicates a more advanced stage in the 
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downward movement of the zone of maximum structure developement . The 
degradation of the s tructure grade in the leached A and B horizons, which 
over lie the B2 subhorizon of maximum deve lopement, is considerably more 
advanced than in the_ grass land profile and is evidence·· of the v_egetation -
micro-climatic influence on soil structure developement .  
The stro_ng , prismatic and blocky structure in the underlying 
I l linoian (? ) till is b elieved to represent a well developed B horizon 
that was truncated prior to the loess deposition . 
Cl ay Films 
Cl ay films are the accumulation of clay around the outside of the ped .  
The exact forces involved in this accumulation are not c le ar but evidence 
points to the movement of c lay from the A horizon into the B horizon . 
Another possibility is the formation of the cl ay film in situ from weath-
er�ng of B horizon minerals . In each case, water is necessary for the 
transportation of the clay to the ped surfaces and upon capill ary with­
drawal  of the water by -_the soi l fabric, the clay particles are filtered 
out and left behind as ped films . 
Clay films were observed on horizontal  and vertical p ed faces in all 
profiles studied . In the wooded profi� es they ranged from thin and con­
tinuous in the upper B horizon to moderately thick and continuous in the 
B2 to thick and continuous in the underlyi_ng til l mat erial . Thin to very 
_thin, patchy to extremely patchy, clay films were noted -in the grassland 
soil . 
In a loess deposit, cl ay is a prodt1ct of the we,athering processes and 
cl ay films are evidence of the translocation of this product . Considering, 
among other factors, the importance of moisture, temperature, and organic 
matter source in the weathering processes, the greater thickness and 
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abundance of clay films in the wooded soils ,can, for the most part, be 
�ttributed to the vegetation - micro-climatic influence . 
LABORATORY RESULTS and DISCUSSION 
LABORATORY RESULTS 
The results of the l aboratory analysis are_ given in Table I on page 
34 . A dash (--) indicates that the determination was not made and a trace 
(Tr )  symbolizes a determination made but the results were found to be in­
_s_ignificant . The data from profiles R-1, R-2, and R-3 are very similar . 
Therefore, only R-2 and T-1 laboratory data are presented graphically  in 
F_igures 3 thro_ugh 13 within the Discussion of laboratory Results section 
that fol l ows . 
The horizon and depth des_ignations given are the same as those used 
in the profile descriptions . 
DISCUSSION OF LABORATORY RESULTS 
Particle Size Distribution 
The results of the particle size distribution analysis for the four 
profiles are_ given in Tab le I .  The major difference between the wooded 
an� grassland site is in the clay distribution pattern as you descend the 
profile . The distribution curve for the R- 2 profile shown in · Figure 3 
indicates there is no substantial decrease in the clay content within the 
A2 horizons when compared to the overlying horizons . This is further 
evidence of the profiles ' transitional stage of development . There is an 
appreciable amount of trans located clay' however, in .the B horizons as 
evidenced by clay films and an amount of clay that meets the requirement 
of an argi lli c horizon ac cordi_ng to 7th approximation standards . 
An argillic horizon represents a dominance of silicate clay trans­
location over processes that destroy or remove clay from the soil . Its 
Table I .  Some physical and chemical properties o f  southeast South Dakota soils 
Particle size distribution 
� 2-0 . 05 o. 05-0 . 002 (0 .  002 
Horizon in cm (mm_, ,  (mm \ )  (mm \ )  
All 0-2 0-5 6 . 2 67 . 2  26 . 6  
Al2 2-5 5-13 8 . 9  65 . 2  25 . 9  
Al&A2 5 .• 7 13-18 10 . 0  64. 7 2 5 .  2 
A2&B2 7-12 18-30 10. 7 62.  7 26 . 6  
B2t&A2 12-15 30-38 7 .6 60 . 6  31 . 8, 
B21t 15-19 38-48 6 . 2 60 . 6  3 3 .  2 
B22t 19-2 5  48-64 5 . 4  61.6  3 3 . 0  
B23t 25-32 64-81 5. 7 62 . 6  3 1 .  7 
B3 32-50 81-127 6 . 5  67 . 6  27 . 9  
I•IIBlbCa S0-60 127-152 18 . 3  61 . l  20, 6  
IIB2bCa 60+ 152+ 28 . 9  3 4 .  2 36 . 9  
Al 0-3 . 5  0-9 7 , 3  67 . 5  25 .  2 
Al&A2 3 . 5-8 9-20 8 . 8  64 . 2  27 . o  
A21 8-11 20-28 1 1 . 7  62 . 6  25 . 7 
A22 11-14 . 5 28-37 10. 7 62 , 8  26 . 5  
A2&B2 14 . 5-19 27-48 11 . l  59 . 3  29 . 6  
B2lt 19-25 48-64 8 . 2  60 . 0  3 1 . 9  
B22t 25-31 64-79 4 . 4  62 . 0  3 3 . 6  
B23t 31-34 79-86 3. 5 64 . 6  ·31 .  9 
B24t 34-37 86-94 5 . 4  63 . 0  3 1 . 6  
IIB2lb 37-40 94-102 21 . 5  36. 4 42 . l 
IIB22bCa 40-50 102-127 23 . 9  36 .4  39 .  7 
IIB23bCa 50-60+ 127-15.2+ 23 . 5 37 . 8  28 . 7 
A21 0-2 . 5  0-6 5. 3 68 . 3  26 . 4  
A22 2. 5-5 6-13 4 . 9  67 . 6  27 . 5 
A2&B2 5-7 . 5 13-19 4 . 9  65.  9 29 . l  
B2&A2 7 . 5-11 19-28 5 . 1  65 . 4  29 . 6  
B21 11-17 . 5  28-44 4 . 4  67 . 0  28 . 5  
B22 11 . 5-22 44-56 10. 8 58 . 9  30 .3  
B23 22-26 56-66 6 . 5  64 . 2 29.  3 
IIB2lbCa 26-46 66-117 24 . 8  3 7  . 6  37 . 6  
IIB�2l:>Ca 46-53 117-135 24 . 7 37 . 7 37 . 5  
IIIC 53-64 135-163 1 , 8  7 1 . 2  26 . 9  
IVC 64+ 163+ 
Alp 0-6 0-15 3. 2 59 . 9  36 . 9  
B2Al 6-11 15-28 2 . 4  60 . 8  36. 8 
B21 11-17 28-43 2 . 9  64 . 4  32 .  7 
B22 17-22 43-56 4 . 8  68 . 4  26 . 8  
B23 22-27 56-69 6 . 4  69 . 5  24 . l 
B24 27-33 69-84 7 . 0  70 . 5  22 . 5  
B31 33-39 84-99 6 . 9  7 1 . 0  22 , l  
B32 39-42 99-109 6 , 8  7 0 . 9  22 . 3  
C 42-46 109-117 12 . 3  65. 2 22 . 5  
cca 46-60 117-152 9 . 9  70 . l  17 . 0  
Determination not made. 
Tr Determination made but amount found insignificant. 
Extractable cations 
Ca Mg Na K 
Lme51!'.lOO g) 
Profile R-1 
29 . 8  5 . 8  0 . 8  1 . 4  
2 1 . 4  4 .  7 0 . 7  l .  2 
14 . 5  4 . 1  o .  7 l . O  
10 . 4  3 . 6  o .  7 0 . 9  
13 . l  4 . 5  0 . 7  0 . 8  
13 , l  4 . 7  o .  7 • 0 . 8  
15� 8 5 . 4  o .  7 0 . 8  
15 . 8  5 . 8  0 . 8  o .  7 
1 5 . 8  4 . 8  0 . 8  o. 7 
67 . 3  4 .  7 l . O  0 . 5  
64 . 0  7 . 9  1 . 0  0 . 4  
Profile R-2 
27 . o  4 .  7 0 , 7  l . l  
13 . l 4 . 0  o .  7 0 . 0  
9 . 1  3 . 1  o .  7 o .  7 
8 . 4  3 . 2  0 . 0  0 , 6  
1 1 . 8  3 . 6  0 . 8  0 . 6  
7 . 8  3 . 6  0 , 8  o .  7 
13 . l 3 , 6  o . a  o. 7 
13 , l 4 . 0  0 . 9  o .  7 
13 . l  4 . 3  0 , 9  o .  7 
15 .  8 3 . 4  0 . 9  0 . 6  
7 0 .  7 3 . 6  1 . 0  0 . 4  
67 . 3  3 . 6  l . O  0 . 4  
Profile R-3 
24. 2 6 . 3  0 , 8  1 . 9  
13 , l 4 . 3  0 , 8  l .  3 
10.4  4 . 5 0 . 8  1 .  2 
1 1 . 8  5 . 0  0 .8  1 . 1  
13 . l 5 . 6  0 . 9 1 . 0  
1 5 . 8  4 .  7 0 . 8  0 . 8  
18 . 6  4 .  7 0 . 8  o .  7 
70.  7 s . o  1 . 0  0 . 4  
7 5 . 9  6 . 1  L O  o .  5 
29 . 8  7,. 7 0 . 9  o .  7 
Profile T-1 
16 , 0  7 . 8  Tr l . O  
16 . 7 9 .  7 0 , 1  o .  7 
15 . 5 9 . 8  0 . 2  0 . 6  
13 . l  12 . l  0 . 2  0 . 6  
12 . l  11, 2 0 . 1 0 , 5  
1 2 . 4  10 . 6  0 . 1 0 . 5  
12 . 4  10 . 0  0 . 1  0 . 5  
13 . 6  9 . 1  O . l  0 , 6  
19 . 5  10 . 2  o .  2 o. 5 
29 . 2  9 . 6  0 , 2  o .  5 
H 
7 . 2  
6 . 8 
5. 2 
5 . 5  
5 .  7 
5 . 5  
5 . 8  
5 . 8  
5 . 3  
5 . 8  
8 . 3  
6 .  2 
5 .  7 
6 . 2  
6 . 1  
5 . 2  
5 . 6  
4 . 0  
2 . 0  
5 .  3 
8 . 0  
7 . 0  
5 . 8  
5 . 0  
3 .  7 
3 . 0  
9 .  2 
8 . 4  
3 .  7 
2 . 6  
2 . 4  
2 , 0  
2 . 0  






34 . 8  
2 5 . 6 
21 . 1 
24. 8 
24 , 9  
28 . 6  
28 . 8  
27 . 5 ----
39 . 3  
26. 9 
19 . 8  
18 . 9  
23 . 0  
18 . 9  
23. 5 
24 . 3 
23 . 0  
22 . 7 
38 . 5  
27 . 5 
23 , 9  
24 . 5  
2 5 . 6  
25 .  7 
27 . 8  
34.  9 
3 5 .  6 
29 . 8  
28 . 6  
26 . 3  
2 5 . 6  
25 . 0  
24 . 4  
30 , 4  --
Base CaC03 
saturation equiv. 
�1"' )  ( ll 
83 . 9  --
80 . 5  --
79 .6  
74 . 0 --
7 7 .  2 
7 7 . 8  
79 . 5 --
79 . 9  --
80. 7 
13 . 0  -- 12 , 9  
8 5 . 3  
69 . 3  
68 . 6  
69 . 6  
7 3 .  2 
67 . 9  
7 7  . 9  
76 . 8  
8 2 .  7 
91 . l --
1 1 . 9  
13 . 0  
86. 2 --
7 1 . l  
70. 5 
76 . 4  --
80 . 3  --
85 . 8  
89 . l  
12 . 9  
13 . 0  
3 . 4  
7 4 . 0  0 
77 . o  0 
87 . o  0 
9 1 . 0  0 
9 1 . 0  0 
9 2 . 0  0 
9 2 . 0  0 




carbon Nitrogen C/N 
( \ ) ( % )  ratio l :  1 1 : 5  
6 . 87 0 . 563 12. 2 6 . 8  7 . 0  
3 . 81 o. 289 13 . 2  6 . 4  6 . 8  
2 , 69 0. 183 14. 7 6 . 4  6 . 8  
l .  57 0 . 114 13 . 8  5 . 8  6 . 2 
o. 7 3  0 . 065 11 . 2  5 .  3 5 . 6  
0 . 67 0 . 057 11 . 8  5 .  3 5 . 6  
0 . 57 0 . 050 11 . 4  5 . 4  5 .  5 
0 , 51  0 . 056 9 . 1  5 . 4  5 . 5 
0 . 51 0, 042 12 . l  5 . 6  5 . 8  
l . 83 0 . 024 -- 8 . 0  8 . 4  
1 .  78 0 . 022 8. 2 8 . 6  
5 . 86 0 . 402 14 . 6  7 . 1  7 .  2 
3 . 28 0 , 241 13 . 6  6 . 2  6 .  5 
1 . 6 5  0 . 113 14 . 6  5 . 9  6 .  4 
1 . 15 0 . 078 14 . 7 5 . 8  6 . 4  
0 , 83 0 . 066 1 2 . 6  5 .  2 6 . 1 
0 , 56 0. 048 11 .  7 5 . 0  6 . 0  
0 . 5 1  0 . 048 10 . 6  5 . 1  6 . 0  
0 , 53 o . oso 10 . 6  5 .  2 6 .  2 
0 . 51 0 . 040 12 . 8  5 . 6  6 .  5 
0. 54 0 . 042 12 . 9  6 . 8  7 . 6  
1 . 56 0 . 028 8 . 1 8 . 8  
1 . 80 0 . 023 8 . 1  8 . 9  
5 . 13 0 . 343 15 . 0  7 . l  7 .  3 
1 . 80 0 . 131 13 . 7 5 . 4  6 .  2 
0 , 91 o .on 12 . 8  5 . 3  6 . 1  
o .  59 0 . 050 11 . 8  5 .  3 6 . 3 
0 . 50 0 . 043 11. 6 5 . 9  6 . 5  
0 . 52 0 . 042 12 . 4  6 . 8  7 . 1  
0 . 68 0 . 056 12. l 7 . 2  7 . 4  
2 . 01 0 . 024 8 . 3  8 .  7 
0 , 67 0 . 025 8 . 3  a . a  
1 . 40 0 . 028 8 . 4  8 . 8  
2 . 10· 0 . 19 2  11 . 3  5 .  8 6 . 0  
1 . 48 0 . 143 10 . 3  s .  7 6 . l  
1 . 25 0 . 078 16 . 0  5 . 9  6 . 1  
0 . 55  0 . 039 14 . l  6 .  2 6 . 4  
0 . 47 0 , 039 12 . l 6. 2 6 .  7 
0 , 39 0 . 027 14 . 4  6 . 3  7 . 0  
0 . 39 0 . 023 16 . 9  6 . 5  6 .  7 
0 . 3 1  0 , 023 13 . 5 6 . 5  6 .  7 
0 . 23 -- 7 , 6  7 . 0  
0 . 12 -- 7 . 6  8 . 1  
vl � 
presence indicates that a substantial amount.: . . of. water . has moved through 
overlying horizons , enough to remove . the soluble materials even though 
they may have been subsequently replaced. One might say that its pres­
ence is evidence that climate and vegetation have had an opportunity to 
show their effects. 
It is apparent that the Al horizons . dominate.the . clay accumulation 
-in the grassland soil. The near absence .of . clay films in this profi le 
in combination with the gradual decrease. in . clay with· . increasing profile 
depth suggests that the accumulated clay involved is primarily a result 
of clay formation in place . 
E!!. 
The profile.distribution of pH values.is . graphically.presented in 
Figure 4. The wooded profile reaction.curve shows a gradual decrease 
with increasing profile depth until .the . approach of the . loess-till con­
tact where decreased permeability or . carbonate accumulation results in 
an increase. The grassland profile has a lower pH .in . the surface hor­
izons but gradually increases with profile depth until the carbonates 
are reached. 
When the parent material and macro-climatic. factors are held con­
stant, as in the case of the profiles.in this study , . the distribution 
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of the pH values in the profile.and the differences between the profiles 
appears to be an expression of . the . vegetat ion .. and .. resulting micro-climate. 
pH generally reflects the base status of the soil-. "Nutrient pump­
ing" is an often used expression .in.the . disscussion of.the uptake of 
nutrients from great profile depths by a forest vegetation (9, 1 7 , 22, 
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Figure 3 .  Percent clay by horizon 
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later become part· of · the_·. ground floor .litter' . which .upon ... decomposi tion re­
leases the nutrients back to· the . soil . This .. . results�. in . a · . higher pH in the 
surface soils and · a lower· pH· at greater . depths . Also .. contributing to the 
lower pH values· at_ · greater depths . in . the .wooded .. profile . is· the leaching of 
bases that take place under . conditions where . the soil . . moisture and humidity 
are modified rendering· . the precipitation received more effective with great ­
er frequency . 
Exchangeable Hydrogen 
The exchangeable hydrogen curves in Figure 5 reveal no sharp decrease 
throughout the non ... calcareous ,. wooded profile. while· there is a significant 
decrease in the upper 1 5  inches of the .. prairie . soil . . .  These changes and 
differences . within and between profiles . coincide· . with· the pH and is no 
surprise when we consider that . pH is the negative logarithm of . the hydro­
gen ion concentration. 
The sharp , 2 . 5 Jnil l i -equivalent increase in the surface hori zon of the 
wooded profile is also · observed in.the R� 3 . profile . and· other than to point 
out that this is an area of great cation decrease and subsequent hydrogen 
ion substitution $ furt.her explanation will . not .be made·. 
Total Carbon and Nitrogen · 
The grassland carbon curve in.Figure 6 represents· organic carbon 
data obtained by the Walkley-Black. wet combustion . method while the R-2 
profile represents total carbon as.determined .  by. the . Fischer Carbon 
Induction apparatus • .  Excluding the calcareous .  horizons· . and possibly 
those directly overlying them, .organic and. total carbon data should re­
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Figure 6 .  Percent total carbon by horizon 
The profiles are very similar in carb on · distribution with the ex­
ception of the surface h orizon. The h_igh amounts of o _rganic matter in 
the form of decomp osed , partially decomposed , and undecomposed forest 
litter in R- 2 account for the thre efold increase in carb on p ercent 
over the grassland s oil. 
The distrib ution curves of profile nitrogen in F_igure 7 ,  as would 
b e  expected , have shap e and position characteristics similar to those 
shown b y  the total carbon curves in Figure 6.  The nitrogen in b oth 
profiles decrease with depth but_ greater amounts of ni tr_ogen is found 
in the surface ho rizons of the wooded soil . 
39 
C/N Rat io 
The C/N ratio is an expression of  the relative av�ilab ility of 
carb onaceous and ni t�ogenous food material for soil micro-o_rganisms . 
The relative amounts of carb on and nitrogen materials are , in turn , an 
expression of the climatic influence and source of o _rganic -material 
undergoi_ng decomp osi tiqn and mineralization. As soi 1 moisture and 
t emp eratures increase in the surface horizons and th e lignin- carb on 
content of o_rganic source mat erials decrease , the C/N ratios decrease . 
The C/N ratios for profiles R- 2 and T- 1 ,  as represented graph­
ically in F_i gure 8, have very similar curve patterns. Relative to 
nitr_ogen , th ey b oth show a high amount of carb on at th e surface, a 
decrease in carb on in th e area of maximwn minera lization and a max­
imum C/N ratio where there has been leaching of the soil nitrogen to 
greate r profile dep ths .  The wooded profile has a hLgher C/N ratio at 
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Figu:r:e 8 o C/N :r:atios by horizon 
residues and the effects of cooler soi l temperatures resulti ng from 
the mi cro- climati c influence of the forest canopy . From 1 2  i n ches the 
wooded profi le has a lower C/N rati o than the grass 1ari'd soi l,  the 
result of ni trogen accumulati on th ro_ugh leachi _ng comb ined wi th the 
absence of the carbon contai ni _ng , fib rous root system commonly found 
under a grass-type vegetati on . 
Extractab le Calci um and Magnesium 
The extractab le calcium and magnesium distribution curves are 
found in F_igure 9 .  In th e T- 1 profi le there is a gradual decrease 
wi th increasi ng profi le depth to th e C horizon wh i le in R-2 there i s  
a sharp decrease in  the extractab le calcium and magnesium i n  the 
- eluvi al horizons and subsequent i ncrease in the B horizons . 
The amount of extractab le m_agnesi um i s_ greater i n  th e surface 
horizons of the grassland soi l but has much less extractab le calcium 
than the wooded soi l .  These h_igh amounts of calci um at the surface 
are due primari ly to the "nutri ent pumpi_ng" phenomonon already di s­
cussed . Thi s  is especially true of · a hardwood- type forest canopy . 
Leach i _ng has removed mu.ch of the calcium in the A2 subhori zons to 
produce the curve shape and posi ti on . 
Ext ractab le Sodium and Potassium 
Sodi um, potassi um, and th ei r associated compounds are , for the 
most part, water solub le and easi ly removed from the soi l p rofi le . 
The distr ibution curves for extractab le _sodium and potassi um, shown 
in F_i gures 10 and 1 1  respectively, i ndi cate sub stantial ly _ greater 
amounts of sodium thro_ughout the R- 2 profi l e, as compared t o  profi le 
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. Figure 9 o Extractable calcium and magnesium by horizon 
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The clay content decreases as you.descend . the . grassland . profile and 
increases· over the same depths in the ·.wooded .. profile . _  . .. This . increase in 
clay, and possiq,ly the i l litic forms· . of  .clay ., ... togethe:;- : with a higher or­
ganic matter content in the R�2  .profile . provides .. an: . .  exchange complex to 
which .the mobile sodium and .potassium· . are more. tight ly·.he1d . 
As is the case with.all mobile.nutrients . in . the soil, water per­
colation through the profi le . is essential.for . translocation or removal 
of these nutrients . .  The increase in .  clay . as you . descend the wooded pro­
file combined with the dense clay til l contact . .. at ·. 37 inches offers a 
resistance . to  optimum . internal drainage that is not encountered in the 
grassland soil. 
The "nutrient pump" phenomenon associated .. with a forest -type veg­
etation , as previously discussed ., represents a . continuous source of 
nutrients to the soil including sodium and.potassium o In contrast , the 
cultivated grassland soi l through. many . years. of-.cropping history has 
lost a portion of its sodium and potassium through repeated crop re­
moval. 
Cation Exchange Capacity 
43 
The curves representing the cation exchange . capacity are found in 
Figure 1 2. The summat ion of the cat ions . was . used . to determine the cation 
exchange capacity in the R- 2 profile and considering that calcium and 
magnesium are the dominant c�tions ., . it . is understandab l�  that the ex­
change capacity curves are. very.similar to  the extractab le calcium and 
magnesium curves in Figure 9 . . 
Cation exchange capacity .is . primarily an expression ~ of  the amount 
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Figure 1 1 .  Extractable potassium b y  horizon 
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Figure 12  .. Ca.tion exchange: capacity by horizon 
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high amounts of o_rganic· matter . in . the surface .horizons'. .of . the . R-2 profile 
followed by· a· big decrease .in - the .clay .content . in . the eluviated horizons 
and a . subsequent build;..up· of clay· in the B . horizons. ate ·. l argely responsible 
for the shape characteristics .of .the .R�2 profi le .. curve . . ·.The maximum or­
ganic matter · content . appears in .the· surface . of:. tbe:. T.:s- L profile also but 
contributing more importantly to the .c�rve.� s- shape:. is· .  the:. maximum clay in 
the . surface .horizons·. A .decrease in the · c l ay · . content .as wel l as in the 
organic matter .content . as . you descend the .T � L profile . accounts for the 
simi lar decrease in ca.t ion· exchange capacity. 
Base . Saturation. 
The r·esul ts of the base saturation determinations . by horizons, as 
repres�ntec;l by curves, are shown in , Figure .12 . .. . .  
The shape characteristics of the percent .base . saturation curves 
closel y  resemble the cation exchange capacity curves· with the exception 
of a reversal in the sl ope direction of .the . grassland: profile . The 
increase in percent base saturation with. increasing : T� l  profile depth 
whi le the cation exchange capacity decreases . over .. the same profile 
depths indicates a l ack of transl ocated . clay and organic matter but a 
substantial relocation of . bases . 
so 60 
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SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this· . the�is·.to in�esti��te- the . field and 
, .  
laboratory characteristics· of the intergrade. soil. that. has developed 
'1nder a forest type· vegetat ion· in: the grassland .. macroclimate of 
southeast South Dakota and to discuss . its genesis·. 
Soils of relict forest .areas in southeast South · Dakota have mor­
phologic and laboratory characteristics common to both wooded and 
grassland soils . They have thick, dark, fine blocky, surface hor­
i zons ; leached, grayish-brown, eluvial hori zons ; . and brown, prisma­
tic -blocky, illuvial horizons . Although the B horizons· are argillic, 
they do not have the more reddish colors. that suggest · . trans located 
iron nor do they show movement of organic matter often associated with 
podzolizat ion proc�sses . .  
In genesi�  the soils also .are transitional. : . . The·.development of 
an Al horizon similar to  that of a grassland soil indicates a decomp­
osition of organic matter in the presence .. of . divalent-: cations. As 
opposed to that, the development of an incipient .. A2 hori zon and an 
argillic B horizon indicate a podzolic type .. of .. genesis· . .. ·. It. appears 
from the . lower base status and lower pH .. that·: _ a . delicate . balance exists 
in these soils . . Pumping more basic elements· into: the·. profile will 
move it  in the direction of a grassland . soil . but . . increased.leaching 
will lower the base status and push it in the· direct ion of a podzol ic 
soil . 
The parent material, macroclimate, and .  topography· of the forest 
areas are very similar to  the· adjacent grassland soils . This emphasizes 




the -_ environmentaL factors ., - vegetation . .  and ·. rnicroc l irnate , 
in the deve lopment· of these soils . wl\ich .. set s �. them: apart:. from . the gras s ­
land soi ls  based on differenc�s in the . .  morphologic .. and ·. laboratory data . 
The characteristic · s ite on re latively cool ., .. north ,..fac ing s lopes 
gives these soi l s ·  their· unique . environment . · . . . Here ., . .  maxirnum . use  is  made 
of the . precipitation·. These sites ·  never. receive · the· . direct rays of the 
sun and the forest · vegetat ion- shades the . . soils  thereby increas ing the 
humidity and reducing evaporation .  
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